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Abstract—Explosive growth in the number of passwords for
web based applications and encryption keys for outsourced data
storage well exceeds the management limit of users. Therefore
outsourcing keys (including passwords and data encryption keys)
to professional password managers (honest-but-curious service
providers) is attracting the attention of many users. However,
existing solutions in traditional data outsourcing scenario are
unable to simultaneously meet the following three security
requirements for keys outsourcing: 1)Confidentiality and privacy
of keys; 2)Search privacy on identity attributes tied to keys;
3)Owner controllable authorization over his/her shared keys.
In this paper, we propose CloudKeyBank, the first unified key
management framework that addresses all the three goals above.
Under our framework, the key owner can perform privacy and
controllable authorization enforced encryption with minimum
information leakage. To implement CloudKeyBank efficiently,
we propose a new cryptographic primitive named Searchable
Conditional Proxy Re-Encryption (SC-PRE) which combines
the techniques of Hidden Vector Encryption (HVE) and Proxy
Re-Encryption (PRE) seamlessly, and propose a concrete SCPRE scheme based on existing HVE and PRE schemes. Our
experimental results and security analysis show the efficiency
and security goals are well achieved.
Index Terms—SC-PRE, Search Privacy, Key Management,
Keys Outsourcing

I. I NTRODUCTION

W

ITH the rapid deployment of web applications such
as online banking, shopping, social networks and data
storage (e.g., Amazon S3 and GoogleDrive), managing the
ever-growing number of passwords and data encryption keys
is becoming a big burden for many users. For example, our
recent survey from UC Berkeley students in Fig.1(b) shows
that each student has to remember an average of 23 different
application accounts that are shown in Fig.1(a). To remember
them, 85% students admit that their passwords are almost the
same except for bank and email accounts. However, the weak
and shared passwords across accounts make them easy to be
compromised, which in turn leaks more passwords related to
private and sensitive data.
To resolve the contradiction between easy of management
and secure passwords, Fig.1(b) shows that around 14% of
students use web based password managers to manage their
passwords, which enables them to choose many complex and
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unique passwords for different application sites. The success of
web based password managers such as Lastpass1 , with over a
million users in 2011, PasswordBox2 , with over a million users
in less than three months in 2013, and other similar tools345 ,
demonstrate that users have a strong will to outsource their
passwords to a centralized key management provider who can
relieve them from the overwhelming burden of memorization
and management.
As pointed out in the survey6 , privacy problems are the main
concern of cloud users (more than 85%) in outsourced data
storage, which is also true for outsourced keys storage. More
than 90% of students shown in Fig.1(b) are concerned about
the privacy of their keys, which mainly involves two situations:
1) they do not fully trust the service providers because there
is no governance about how keys can be used by them and
whether the key owner can actually control their keys on their
own; 2) they trust the service providers, but keys could be
disclosed if there exists an misbehaving internal employee
or broken server. Therefore encrypting key tuples just like
encrypting normal data tuples before outsourcing seems to be
a promising solution to maintaining trust and ensuring the key
owners’ control over their own privacy.
However, different from the normal data tuples, key tuples
in a key database shown in Fig.2 are composed of attributes
1 https://lastpass.com
2 https://www.passwordbox.com
3 https://www.my1login.com/content/index.php
4 http://www.needmypassword.com
5

http://www.roboform.com

6 http://www.fujitsu.com/downloads/SOL/fai/reports/fujitsu

in-the-cloud.pdf
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(e.g., identity attributes, key attributes) with different privacy
requirements. The privacy requirements of key attributes in
the Key attribute group is higher than that of identity attributes in the Search attribute group, because the resulted
information leakage by the former is much larger than that
by the latter. For example, the leakage of identity attributes
{www.uhs.berkeley.edu, JohnHu, 5106128976} will only
expose the personal data (identity attributes in the Search
attribute group) of the key owner JohnHu, which violates
the identity unlinkability privacy of users[1]; the leakage
of data encryption key rf t78390 of key owner JohnHu
means the disclosure of more personal data (related profiles
and outsourced encrypted data) which not only violates the
confidentiality and privacy of keys but also breaches the
privacy of related profiles and outsourced data due to the
lost control on data encryption keys. Therefore, based on the
different sensitive attributes in key tuples, we identify that
the following three critical security requirements need to be
achieved for secure keys outsourcing.
• First. The keys have high sensitivity and need to be
hidden from the honest-but-curious service provider and
malicious attackers. This involves confidentiality and
privacy of keys – only the authorized users can derive
the shared keys of the key owner through the authorized
decryption computation.
• Second. The keys are always stored with many sensitive
identity attributes (in the Search attribute group instead of
the access control policy) of key owners and are searched
based on them. This involves search privacy on identity
attributes – the honest-but-curious key service provider
can not derive any identity attribute tied with keys from
the submitted search query, but can evaluate the query
from the encrypted key database correctly.
• Third. The keys have strong ownership because they
are used to protect many other sensitive information
of the key owner. This involves owner controllable
authorization including key authorization and query
authorization – only the key owner can specify and
control in a fine-grained way who has the rights to
access his/her shared keys through authorization on key
attributes (key authorization) and authorization on submitted search query (query authorization).
However, most of the currently proposed approaches
[13][14][15][16][18][19][22][26] in traditional data outsourcing data scenario just support one or two of the three identified
security requirements to some extent. Encrypting key tuples
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like encrypting data tuples in an all or nothing way[13][14][22]
can guarantee the confidentiality and privacy of keys, but does
not consider the key authorization and the different privacy
requirements of sensitive attributes in key tuples. Encrypting
search keywords (identity attributes in key tuples) based
on searchable symmetric encryption[15][16] or hierarchical
predicate encryption[27] can guarantee the search privacy on
key tuples, but does not consider the key authorization and
the dependence relation between identity attributes and key
attributes. Encrypting identity attributes and related identity
conditions in the access control policy[18][19][26] achieves
the identity and related condition privacy of users, but does
not consider key authorization based on the identity attributes
in key tuples and query authorization on submitted search
query. Therefore, in outsourced keys storage, a challenging
problem is to find an encryption scheme which can encrypt
the key tuples in a way that the different privacy requirements
of sensitive attributes in the key tuples can be satisfied.
To efficiently solve the identified secure problems above,
to the best of our knowledge, we are the first to explore and
present CloudKeyBank, an unified key management framework with enforced privacy and owner controllable authorization described in Section II and constructed in Section IV. The
realization of CloudKeyBank framework is mainly through the
following contributions:
1) To implement the proposed CloudKeyBank framework,
we propose a new cryptographic primitive named Searchable
Conditional Proxy Re-Encryption (SC-PRE) described in
Section III-F, which combines the techniques of hidden
vector encryption and proxy re-encryption seamlessly. We
also propose a concrete SC-PRE scheme based on the existing
schemes described in Section IV. SC-PRE efficiently solves
the challenge of performing a key tuple encryption so that the
different privacy requirements of attributes are achieved in one
encryption scheme. In SC-PRE we do not encrypt each key
tuple ti as a whole, but first divide each tuple into multiple
attribute groups, and then encrypt different attribute groups in
terms of the dependence relation between attribute groups. For
example shown in Fig.2, each key tuple is divided into two
groups, one is the Search attribute group, denoted as a vector
x~i , the other is the Key attribute group, denoted as a vector
k~i , i.e. ti = {x~i , k~i }. Assume t1 = {x~1 , k~1 }, where x~1 =
{www.ebates.com, mary.chen@gmail.com, 5106105536},
k~1 = {123456}. The dependence relation between x~1 and k~1
is that k~1 is searched based on x~1 .
2) To achieve the minimum information leakage in the
process of privacy and owner controllable authorization enforcement, we introduce dual authorization tokens including
the Query token and the Delegation token. By using the
dual authorization tokens the key owner can encrypt the
Key attribute group in such a way that only the user with
the appropriate tokens can gain access to the shared key
of key owner. The CloudKeyBank provider who stores the
encrypted key database will not be able to see the content
of the key at anytime even if he/she knows all Delegation
tokens of the delegated users. Both the delegated user and the
CloudKeyBank provider can not derive the private key of key
owner from the submitted Query token, but the CloudKeyBank
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provider still can perform efficient search queries by evaluating
the Query token from each encrypted key tuple.
3) To demonstrate the feasibility of CloudKeyBank framework, we analyze its security strength and evaluate its performance. Security analysis proves that the CloudKeyBank can
efficiently support search privacy, key privacy and owner controllable authorization. Performance evaluation results demonstrate that our CloudKeyBank has appropriate communication
and computation overhead, as well as response time.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We first give
the description of our CloudKeyBank system architecture and
attack surface in Section II. Then Section III describes in detail
the proposed cryptographic primitive SC-PRE, the definitions
and preliminary tools used to construct our CloudKeyBank
framework. We present the concrete construction of our SCPRE scheme and its use in CloudKeyBank framework in
Section IV, and then analyze the security and evaluate the
performance in Section V and Section VI in sequence. Section
VII discusses the related work and compares them with
our solution. Finally, Section VIII concludes the paper and
provides future research directions.
II. S YSTEM A RCHITECTURE AND ATTACK S URFACE
In this section we first describe the CloudKeyBank system
architecture, and then based on which we give the attack
surface.
A. CloudKeyBank System Architecture
As shown in Fig.3, CloudKeyBank architecture consists of
four entities: Key owner, CloudKeyBank provider, Trusted
client and Users.
1) Key owner. Key owner can be the password owner or
data encryption key owner who outsources his/her encrypted
key database (Key DB) to the CloudKeyBank provider. After
that the encrypted key database (EDB) stored in CloudKeyBank provider can be accessed anywhere and anytime with
minimum information leakage such as the size of Key DB.
The key owner mainly completes the following three tasks:
1) Constructing the customized access control policy (ACP)
in terms of his/her practical keys sharing requirements; 2)
Depositing Key DB by using DepositKey protocol under the
support of ACP; 3) Distributing authorized Query tokens to
the delegated user based on the user’s registered information
such as the wanted query and physical identity.
2) CloudKeyBank provider. CloudKeyBank provider can
be any professional password manager such as LastPass who
provides privacy enforced access control on EDB. The CloudKeyBank provider mainly completes the following two tasks:
1) To enforce the privacy of identity attributes in the Search
attribute group, he/she can perform search query directly by
evaluating the submitted Query token against the encrypted
key tuples in EDB; 2) To enforce the key authorization
he/she can transform an encrypted key into the authorized
re-encrypted key under the corresponding Delegation token
stored in Authorization Table (AuT).
3) Trusted client. Trusted client is the primary privacy
enforced component in CloudKeyBank framework. It mainly
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consists of two protocols: DepositKey and WithdrawKey.
DepositKey protocol described in Section IV-B provides Key
DB encryption, token generation (including Query token and
Delegation token). Withdrawkey protocol described in Section
IV-C provides the re-encryption of encrypted keys and the
decryption of re-encrypted keys.
4) Users. There are two kinds of users in CloudKeyBank
framework: Key owner and Collaboration group. Key owner
corresponds to an individual user who deposits all his keys
to CloudKeyBank provider and access them by himself. Collaboration group corresponds to a group of users where the
key owner can share his/her keys with other users within
the same collaboration group. By submitting the private key
and authorized Query token, a delegated user can withdraw
an authorized key by using WithdrawKey protocol under the
support of privacy enforced access control policy (i.e. AuT in
our solution).
As is shown in Fig.3, Service providers, such as web based
application providers and outsourced data storage providers,
are the part in the dotted cloud. In this paper we assume the
secure communication (protecting the security of transferred
name and key) between users and service providers is based on
HTTPS and outsourced data stored at these service providers
are encrypted under data encryption keys. In this paper we only
focus on how to achieve the privacy and owner controllable
authorization of keys stored in CloudKeyBank provider, while
do not consider the privacy of outsourced data protected by
the keys.
B. Attack Surface
In CloudKeyBank architecture, based on outsourced key
tuple ti = {x~i , k~i }, we focus on the attacks on sensitive
key attributes k~i and sensitive identity attributes x~i . Corresponding to the attacks there mainly exist the following
three kinds of attackers: 1) Attacker1: CloudKeyBank provider
is a honest-but-curious inside attacker who is curious about
key values in k~i (Key confidentiality) and identity values in
x~i (Identity confidentiality and Linkability privacy), but can
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honestly provide efficient database operations given minimum
information leakage. The minimum information leakage may
include leakage on the total size of the Key DB and on
random tuple identifier (e.g. the identifier indi for tuple to
speed up the query efficiency), but never the direct exposure
of plaintext keys or identities; 2) Attacker2: The malicious
user is an outside attacker who wants to derive keys of the
delegated user and thus impersonate him/her to do illegal
actions (Key privacy and Key authorization); 3) Attacker3:
The CloudKeyBank provider or the attacker in the middle may
derive the private intent of the user from his/her submitted
search query (Search privacy); 4) Attacker4: The malicious
user may impersonate the legal user to submit search query
in terms of the known background knowledge such as the
possible search keywords (Query authorization).
III. D EFINITION AND P RELIMINARIES
In this section we first describe database notations, equality
predicate and intricate mathematics problems that our solution
is based off. Then we present the basic encryption blocks HVE
and PRE, and finally describe how we use them to build our
new cryptographic primitive SC-PRE.
A. Database Notations
We follow some formal notation used in [15][16], but with
our modifications discussed below. Assume [`] denotes the set
{1, 2, ..., `}. For a vector ~v we denotes |~v | as the dimension
(length) of ~v . Therefore for i ∈ [|~v |], v[i] denotes the ith
component of ~v . Assume function f (m) → y denotes that y
is the output of a randomized polynomial-time algorithm f on
input m. If f is randomized then y is a random variable. Based
on the dimension definition of vector ~v , we list the following
notations used later in this paper. Assume n is the number
of elements in a vector set w, i.e. |w| = n, then we denote
w = {w~1 , w~2 , ..., w~n }, where w
~i = (wi [1], wi [2], ..., wi [|w
~i |]),
|w
~i | is the number of components in vector w
~i , and denote
x = {x~1 , x~2 , ..., x~n }, where x~i = (xi [1], xi [2], ..., xi [|x~i |]),
|x~i | is the number of components in vector x~i .
As is shown in Fig.1, assume a Key DB (denoted as
DB) consists of a collection of d key tuples, i.e DB =
{t1 , t2 , ..., td }. Each key tuple ti is composed of a set of
keywords Wi and Ki , 1 ≤ i ≤ d. Wi is a set of identity
attribute-value pairs in the Search attribute group and Ki is
a set of key attribute-value pairs in the Key attribute group.
Ki may be Ki = {pwi } for a web based application or
Ki = {ei , indi } for outsourced data storage application, where
pwi is a password and ei is a randomly chosen symmetric
data encryption key, and indi is the index identifier for
encrypted key tuple stored on some Service provider. Assume
λ is the security parameter used to parameterize the stored
keys and assume the identifiers and keywords are bit strings.
Therefore Key DB can be denoted as DB = {t1 , t2 , ..., td } =
∗
(Wi , Ki )di=1 a list of keyword-setSpairs where Wi ⊆
Sd{0, 1}
d
λ
and Ki ⊆ {0, 1} . Assume W = i=1 Wi and K = i=1 Ki .
Let ∗ be a special symbol denoting a wildcard keyword. The
wildcard ∗ denotes that the keyword related to ∗ is not involved
with any attribute-value pairs, so we give the following two
notations W∗ = W ∪ {∗} and K∗ = K ∪ {∗}.
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B. Equality Predicate
Assume there exist any two `-dimensional vectors ~x ∈ x
and w
~ ∈ w: encryption vector ~x = (xi [1], ..., xi [`]) ∈ W ` and
token vector w
~ = (wi [1], ..., wi [`]) ∈ (W∗ )` .
In the encryption phase, the sender encrypts a message m ∈
M to ciphertext c ∈ C under encryption vector ~x and the
receiver computes a token for token vector w.
~ Assume P is
a boolean formula which denotes the equality predicate. Then
the token can be used to decrypt the ciphertext c if and only
if ~x and w
~ match in sequence shown in Equation (1).
(
1 if for all j ∈ |w|,
~ w[j] 6= ∗ and w[j] = x[j]
Pw~ (~x) =
0 otherwise
(1)
A search query denoted as Pw~ is specified by token vector
w
~ ∈ W∗ and the boolean formula P on w.
~ DB(Pw~ ) denotes
the set of tuples in Key DB which satisfies Pw~ . ~k ⊆ DB(Pw~ )
iff Equation (1) succeeds where ~k is a vector from vector set
k = {k~1 , k~2 , ..., k~n }, k~i = (ki [1], ki [2], ..., ki [|k~i |]) is a vector
corresponding to key attributes in the ith key tuple ti .
C. Bilinear Map and Intricate Mathematics Problem
The construction and security of our proposed SC-PRE
are based on the properties of bilinear map and the intricate
mathematics problem of extended decisional bilinear diffiehellman problem (eDBDH).
Bilinear map. For simplicity, we introduce the symmetric
bilinear maps following notations in [10]. Let G and GT be
two cyclic multiplication groups of prime order p. g is a
generator of G. The bilinear map e : G × G → GT is a
function with the following properties:
1) Bilinearity: For any u, v ∈ G and a, b ∈ Zp∗ , the equation
e(ua , v b ) = e(u, v)ab succeeds.
2) Nondegeneracy: e(g, g) 6= 1, such that if g is a generator
of G, e(g, g) is the generator of GT
3) Computability: There exists an efficient algorithm to
compute bilinear map e.
eDBDH.
As
is
described
in
[29],
given
2
(g, g a , g b , g c , e(g, g)bc , R) ∈ G4 × G2T , it is difficult to
determine whether R = e(g, g)abc or R is random in GT ,
a, b, c ∈ Zp∗ are chosen randomly.
D. Hidden Vector Encryption (HVE)
HVE[6] was introduced to solve the problem of performing
search query on encrypted data without leaking the search
predicates or hidden attributes. As is defined in Definition 3.1,
HVE[6][10][11] is a type of predicate encryption where two
vectors ~x and w
~ over attributes are chosen, ~x is associated with
a ciphertext, and w
~ is associated with a token. The ciphertext
matches the token if and only if the two vectors meet with
Equation (1).
Definition 3.1 (HVE). As shown in Fig.4, HVE consists
of the following four polynomial time algorithms: Setup,
Encrypt, GenToken and Query:
• Setup(λ, n). In the system parameter generation phase,
the trusted authorization center takes as input a security
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parameter λ and vector dimension n (the number of
attributes). It outputs a public/private key pair (pk, sk)
such as (pko , sko ) for data owner and (pku , sku ) for
delegated user.
Encrypt(pku , ~x, m). In the encryption phase, data owner
takes as input the delegated user’s public key pku , a
chosen vector ~x ∈ x and a message m ∈ M . It outputs a
ciphertext CT ∈ C.
GenToken(sku , w).
~ In the token generation phase, delegated user takes as input his private key sku and a chosen
vector w
~ ∈ w. It outputs a token T Kw~ to evaluate Pw~
from ciphertext CT .
Query(T Kw~ , CT ). Taking as input the token T Kw~ for w
~
and a ciphertext CT , it outputs a message m if Pw~ = 1,
otherwise outputs ⊥ and terminates the process.

E. Proxy Re-Encryption (PRE)
As is described in [29][32], PRE is a type of public key
encryption which allows a service provider to transform or reencrypt a ciphertext computed under the data owner’s public
key into a re-ciphertext that can be opened or decrypted by
the receiver’s private key.
Definition 3.2 (PRE). As shown in Fig.5, PRE is denoted as
~ RE, D)
~ in which the corresponda tuple (P KG, REKG, E,
ing five polynomial time algorithms are described as follows:
• PKG(λ). On input a security parameter λ, the key generation algorithm (PKG) outputs a public/private key pair
(pk, sk) such as (pko , sko ) for data owner and (pku , sku )
for delegated user.
~
• E(pk
o , m). In the encryption phase, data owner takes as
input his/her public key pko and a message m ∈ M ,
~ the encryption algorithm (Ei ) outputs a
for all Ei ∈ E,
ciphertext CTo ∈ C.
~
• D(sk
o , CTo ). In the decryption phase, On input the
private key sko of data owner and ciphertext CTo , there
~ which outputs
exists a decryption algorithm Di ∈ D
the message m. This is the normal public key encryption/decryption denoted as the dotted line with CTo and
sko .
∗
• REKG(pko , sko , pku , sku ). On input the public/private
key pairs of the data owner and the delegated user, the
re-encryption algorithm (REKG) outputs a re-encryption
key rko→u for the service provider. sku∗ means that it is

sku

CTo

RE

Fig. 4. An interaction among different polynomial algorithms of HVE
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Service provider

Di ∈ D

m
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Fig. 5. An interaction among different polynomial algorithms of PRE

not necessary for the delegated user to be involved in the
generation of re-encryption key rko→u .
• RE(rko→u , CTo ). Taking as input the re-encryption
key rko→u and ciphertext CTo , the re-encryption algorithm(RE) outputs re-ciphertext CTu .
CTu can be decrypted to m under the private key sku of
the delegated user. This is the proxy re-encryption/decryption
denoted as the solid line with CTu and sku .
F. New Cryptographic Primitive SC-PRE
From the definitions of HVE in Section III-D and PRE
in Section III-E knowing that any one of them does not be
used directly to guarantee the different privacy requirements
of sensitive attributes in a key tuple.
• HVE can be used to guarantee the search privacy on
identity attributes, but it does not support the key privacy
and key authorization.
• PRE can be used to guarantee the confidentiality of keys
and key authorization, but it does not support the search
privacy on identity attributes and query authorization on
submitted query.
The naive motivation is to use PRE on key attributes first
and use HVE on identity attributes second, but it will result
in the following efficiency problems: 1) the increasing burden
of users by remembering at least two pairs of public/private
parameters; 2) the increasing security and cost caused by at
least two times of public/private key distribution; 3) the increasing communication and computation cost between the key
owner and the delegated users by encrypting and decrypting
at least two times. Therefore, it is necessary to design a new
encryption scheme to solve the problems above efficiently. In
this paper, we propose a new cryptographic primitive, named
Searchable Conditional Proxy Re-Encryption (SC-PRE) and
shown in Fig.6 and defined in Definition 3.3, which combines
the techniques of HVE and PRE seamlessly.
Definition 3.3 (SC-PRE). SC-PRE consists of the following
eight polynomial algorithms Setup, KeyGen, Enc, QuTGen,
DelTGen, ReEnc, Search and Dec.
• Setup denoted as Setup(λ) → params. It takes the security parameter λ as input and outputs system parameters
params.
params = (p, G, GT , e, g, e(g, g), H1 )
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and the re-encrypted key rek, the decryption algorithm
(Dec) outputs plaintext ~k. In terms of the customized
access control policy of key owner, skdu may be sko
of the key owner or skdu of the delegated user.
By comparing the definition of SC-PRE with definitions
of proxy re-encryption with keyword search (PRES) [34] and
conditional proxy re-encryption (C-PRE) [35], knowing that
SC-PRE can support the functionalities of PRES and C-PRE.
It is not the focus of this paper, so we omit the details here.

params is publicly known. G and GT are two cyclic
multiplication groups of prime order p. g is a generator
of G and e(g, g) is a generator of GT . H1 : {0, 1}∗ → G.
KeyGen denoted as KeyGen(|~x|) → (pk, sk). It takes
as input the number of identity attribute-value pairs
|~x|. The key generation algorithm (KenGen) outputs a
public and private key pair (pk, sk) for the user. For
example (pko , sko ) for the key owner, (pkdu , skdu ) for
the delegated user of the key owner.
Enc denoted as Enc(pko , ~x, ~k) → CT . It takes as input
the public pko of key owner, a tuple t = {~x, ~k}, vector
~k ⊆ K of key attributes and vector ~x ⊆ W of identity
attributes. The encryption algorithm (Enc) based on HVE
and PRE outputs the ciphertext CT of key tuple. In this
process ~k is first transformed to the corresponding ek so
as to hide the real ~k from the CloudKeyBank provider.
QuTGen denoted as QuT Gen(sko , w)
~ → QuTo,w~ . It
takes as input the private key sko of key owner and
vector w
~ = (w[1], w[2], ..., w[|w|])
~ of identity attributes,
w
~ ⊆ W∗ . The query token generation algorithm (QuTGen) outputs a query token QuTo,w~ for subsequent
privacy search query on encrypted Key DB and query
authorization on submitted queries.
DelTGen denoted as DelT Gen(sko , pkdu ) → dko→du .
It takes as input the private key sko of key owner
and the public key pkdu of the delegated user. The
delegation key generation algorithm (DelTGen) outputs
the delegation token dko→du that is computed from the
partial parameters of sko and pkdu .
Search denoted as Search(CT, QuTo,w~ ) → ek. It takes
as input the tuple ciphertext CT under public key pko
and key owner’s query token QuTo,w~ , and outputs the
encrypted key ek on the condition that Pw~ (~x) = 1
succeeds by evaluating QuTo,w~ against the hidden vector
~x in encrypted tuple CT , otherwise outputs ⊥.
ReEnc denoted as ReEnc(ek, dko→du ) → rek, conditional encryption algorithm. It takes as input the result
of Search algorithm and the delegation token dko→du of
the delegated user. The re-encryption algorithm (ReEnc)
transforms encrypted key ek into re-encrypted key rek
under dko→du ; otherwise it outputs ⊥ if the result of
Search algorithm is ⊥.
Dec(skdu , rek) → ~k. Taking as input the private key skdu

IV. SC-PRE BASED C LOUD K EY BANK F RAMEWORK
In this section, based on known schemes HVE[10][11]
and PRE[29], we present a concrete SC-PRE scheme which
provides the privacy and authorization enforced encryption
support for our CloudKeyBank framework by distributing its
eight polynomial algorithms into the following two protocols:
DepositKey protocol described in Section IV-B and WithdrawKey protocol describe in Section IV-C.
A. Preprocessing Work
The preprocessing work mainly includes Setup and KeyGen algorithms of SC-PRE and customized access control
policy of key owner.
1) Setup(λ) algorithm generates global system parameters
params = (p, G, GT , e, g, e(g, g), H1 ), H1 : {0, 1}∗ → G,
which are shared between users in CloudKeyBank framework.
2) KeyGen(n) algorithm generates public/private key
(pk, sk) pairs for system users including key owner and
delegated users. For n = |x~` |, x~` ⊆ W` , 1 ≤ ` ≤ d, d
the number of tuples in DB, i ∈ {1, 2}, j ∈ {1, 2, ..., n},
k ∈ {1, ..., n}. It picks the following random exponents:
a1 , a2 ∈ Zp∗ , b~i = (bi [1], ..., bi [j], ..., bi [n]), bi [j] ∈ Zp∗ ,
g1 , g2 ∈ G, h~k = (hk [1], hk [2], hk [3]). It sets y1 = g a1 ,
y2 = g a2 , v~i = (vi [1], ..., vi [j], ..., vi [n]), vi [j] = g bi [j] ∈ G.
In addition, it sets ω1 = e(g1 , y1 ) · e(g2 , y2 ) ∈ GT , ω2 =
e(g, g) ∈ GT . The generated (pk, sk) pairs for key owner o
and delegated user du are denoted respectively as follows:
pko = (g, y1 , y2 , h~1 , ..., h~n , v~1 , v~2 , ω1 , ω2 )
sko = (a1 , a2 , b~1 , b~2 , g1 , g2 )
.

pkdu = (g, y10 , y20 , h~01 , ..., h~0n , v~10 , v~20 , ω10 , ω20 )
skdu = (a01 , a02 , b~01 , b~02 , g10 , g20 )

.
3) Customized Access Control Policy of Key Owner. The
key owner can customize his/her own access control policy
based on two types of identity attributes shown in Fig.7:
identity attributes in key tuples, identity attributes in physical
certificates such as unique identity number in identity card.
For example the first type of access control policy ACPo1 is
used to control query authorization based on identity attributes
in key tuples, tidl the randomly generated tuple identifier,
while the other ACPo2 (any existing access control model
such as RBAC) is used to distribute query authorization to
authenticated and authorized delegated users.
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B. DepositKey Protocol
As shown in Fig.8, DepositKey protocol is used to help
the key owner outsource his/her keys to the CloudKeyBank
provider with minimum information leakage such as the
leakage of tuple identifier tid` . It is performed at the Trusted
client and mainly includes the following three functional parts:
DB encryption, Query token generation and Delegation token
generation.
1) DB Encryption. It is implemented through Encryption/
Decryption module shown in Fig.8. To speed up query efficiency on Encrypted Key DB (EDB), we set each key tuple tl
in Key DB(DB) with the following form:
tl = {tidl , x~l , k~l } ∈ DB
where DB = (tidl , Wl , Kl )dl=1 is the Key DB of key owner,
x~l ⊆ W` and k~l ⊆ K` . The corresponding encrypted key tuple
ctl in EDB with the following form:
ctl = {tidl , CTl } ∈ EDB
tidl is the randomly generated tuple identifier and the minimum information leakage in CloudKeyBank framework. Each
ciphertext CTl is generated by algorithm Enc of SC-PRE.
• Enc(pko , x
~l , k~l ) → CTl . Enc is implemented through
the following two algorithms: level one encryption algorithm (Lev1Enc) and level two encryption algorithm
(Lev2Enc).
– Lev1Enc(pko , x~l , k~l ) → CTl . It first picks three
random exponents f1 , f2 , s ∈ Zp∗ , transfers k~l to k =
kl [1]||, ..., ||kl [n0 ] and blinds k to k 0 = k(ω2s ) ∈ GT .
Then it encrypts the blinded key k 0 and vector x~l
to ciphertext CTl under the public key pko of key
owner. The generated CTl is denoted as follows:
CTl = {C1x~l , C2x~l , C1 , C2 , C3 , C4 , C5 , C6 }
C1x~l = Πi∈[|x~l |] (hi [1]hi [2]xl [i] )f1 v1 [i]f2 =
µ
(h1 [1]h1 [2]xl [1] )f1 v1 [1]f2 , ...,
¶
xl [n] f1

(hn [1]hn [2]

f2

) v1 [n]

C2x~l = Πi∈[|x~l |] hi [3]f1 v2 [i]f2 =
(h1 [3]f1 v2 [1]f2 , ..., hn [3]f1 v2 [n]f2 )
C1 = y1f1 , C2 = y2f2 , C3 = g f2
C4 = ω1f1 ω2a2 s , C5 = ω1f1 k 0 , C6 = g s

The Lev1Enc empowers the key owner with authorization capability that only the key owner with
Query token QuTo and private key sko can derive
the original key k~l from CTl .
– Lev2Enc(pko , x~l , k~l ) → CTl . CTl generated by
Lev2Enc is almost the same as that by Lev1Enc
except for the following difference:
C4 = ω1f1 g s , C5 = ω1f1 k 0 ,
C6 = H1 (C1x~l , C2x~l , C1 , C2 , C3 , C4 , C5 )s
The Lev2Enc empowers the key owner with authorization capability that the key owner with Query
token QuTo and private key sko or the delegated user
du with Query token QuTo and private key skdu can
derive the original key k~l from CTl .
Based on ACPo1 shown in Fig.7, the key owner can
choose Lev1Enc or Lev2Enc to encrypt tuple tl to CTl
with enforced key authorization. For instance, only key owner
mary.chen@gmail.com can access his own outsourced key
by using Lev1Enc, while delegated user P aul can access the
outsourced key of key owner juneli@gmail.com by using
Lev2Enc.
2) Query Token Generation. It is implemented through
algorithm QuTGen of SC-PRE shown in Fig.8. The generated
Query token QuTo,w~l can hide the private key sko of key
owner and the identity attributes in w
~l .
• QuTGen(sko , w
~ l ) → QuTo,w~l . It sets w
~l =
(wl [1], wl [2], ..., wl [n]) ∈ W ∗ and takes Ind(w
~ l ) as the
set of all indexes i such that wl [i] 6= ∗. To generate
QuTo,w~l for w
~ l , it chooses random parameters A1 , A2 ∈
Zp∗ , ri , di ∈ Zp∗ and ηi , τi ∈ Zp∗ such that ri a1 + di a2 =
A1 and ηi a1 + τi a2 = A2 for all i ∈ Ind(w
~ l ). The
generated QuTo,w~l is denoted as follows:
QuTo,w~l = (Q1w~l , Q2w~l , Q3w~l , Q1 , Q2 )
Y
Q1w~l = g1
(hi [1]hi [2]wl [i] )ri hi [3]ηi
i∈Ind(w
~l )

Y

Q2w~l = g2

(hi [1]hi [2]wl [i] )di hi [3]τi

i∈Ind(w
~l )

Q3w~l = g

−

P

i∈Ind(w
~l ) (b1 [i]A1 +b2 [i]A2 )

Q1 = g A1 , Q2 = g A2 ,
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In terms of ACPo1 shown in Fig.7, the key owner can
enforce his/her query authorization by distributing appropriate
Query token QuTo,w~l to the delegated user. For instance, the
delegated user P aul can submit a search query on EDB in a
privacy preserving way if he has authorized QuTo,w~l of key
owner juneli@gmail.com, i.e the CloudKeyBank provider
can evaluate QuTo,w~l against CTl in EDB correctly, but
do know nothing about the hidden sko and hidden identity
attributes in CTl .
3) Delegation Token Generation. It is implemented
through algorithm DelKGen of SC-PRE shown in Fig.8. The
generated Delegation token dko→duj can hide the private key
sko of key owner and the identity attributes based conditions
in key tuples.
• DelKGen(sko , pkduj ) → dko→duj . Given key owner’s
private key sko and delegated user’s public key pkduj , it
computes Delegation token dko→duj ∈ G by using partial
parameters from private key sko and public key pkduj :
dko→duj = (y20 )a1
0

where a1 is from sko and y20 = g a2 is from pkduj . The
Delegation token for the key owner is dko→o = (y2 )a1 .
In terms of ACPo1 shown in Fig.7, the key owner can
enforce his/her key authorization by delegating corresponding
Delegation token dko→duj to CloudKeyAbnk provider. For
instance, Fig.9(b) is the generated anonymous authorization
table AuT corresponding to ACLo1 shown in Fig.9(a). AuT =
0
{(tidl )dl=1 , (dko→duj )dj=1 }, d0 ≤ d means that each dko→duj
may be related to one or more tidl s. After DepositKey
protocol, shown in Fig.8, the Trusted client sends EDB =
0
{tidl , CTl }dl=1 and AuT = {(tidl )dl=1 , (dko,duj )dj=1 } to the
CloudKeyBank provider, QuTo,w~ = (QuTo,w~l )dl=1 to the key
owner.
C. WithdrawKey Protocol
As shown in Fig.10, WithdrawKey protocol is used to help
the delegated users obtain the shared keys of key owner with
minimum privacy leakage such as the leakage of Query token
QuTo,w~i . It is performed at both the CloudKeyBank provider
and the Trusted Client, and mainly includes the following three
functional parts: Search query on EDB, Conditional delegation
and Key derivation.
1) Search query on EDB. It is implemented through
algorithm Search of SC-PRE shown in Fig.10, in which the
CloudKeyBank provider can perform the privacy enforced
search query by evaluating the submitted Query token QuTo,wi
against ciphertext CTl ∈ (ctl = {tidl , CTl }). For each

Lev1Enc

Lev2Enc

Dec

(QuTo,w)

Query+Physical
Identity

QuTo,w
Customized Access
Control Policy

Encryption/Decryption

(Query Tokens)

QuTGen
Query Tokens

Trusted Client

Key Owner

Fig. 10. WithdrawKey Protocol

ctl ∈ EDB, 1 ≤ l ≤ d, the Search algorithm is performed as
follows:
•

Search(CTl , QuTo,w~i ) → eki or
⊥, eki =
(cmi1 , cmi2 ) ∈ G2T or eki = (cmi1 , cmi2 ) ∈ G × GT
in our solution. Taking as input ciphertext CTl and
QuTo,w~j , search algorithm computes:

e(Q1 , C1x~l ) · e(Q2 , C2x~l ) · e(Q3w~i , C3 )
· C4 → cmi1
e(Q1w~i , C1 ) · e(Q2w~i , C2 )
(2)
e(Q1 , C1x~l ) · e(Q2 , C2x~l ) · e(Q3w~i , C3 )
· C5 → cmi2
e(Q1w~i , C1 ) · e(Q2w~i , C2 )
(3)
The output of Search algorithm depends on whether the
following verification succeeds or not.
– If cmi1 is equal to e(y2 , C6 ), it outputs eki ||0 =
(cmi1 , cmi2 )||0 to the ReEnc algorithm.
– if e(cmi1 , H1 (C1x~l , C2x~l , C1 , C2 , C3 , C4 , C5 ) is
equal to e(g, C6 ), it outputs eki ||1 = (cmi1 , cmi2 )||1
to the ReEnc algorithm.
– If both of the two above are false, then it outputs ⊥
to the ReEnc algorithm.
Search algorithm is the first level of access control enforcement by the CloudKeyBank Provider because of the following
truth: to protect search privacy on identity attributes against the
honest-but-curious CloudKeyBank provider, Search algorithm
is implemented based on the fact described in HVE[11][10]
where two vectors x~l ∈ Wl and w
~i ∈ W ∗ over identity
attributes are chosen in SC-PRE. Therefore if evaluating
QuTo,w~i against ciphertext CTl ∈ EDB makes the Pw~i (x~l ) =
1, Search algorithm outputs eki ||f lag, otherwise outputs ⊥.
Here f lag ∈ {0, 1} is the bit flag to denote eki for the key
owner or the delegated user.
2) Conditional Delegation. It is implemented through
algorithm ReEnc of SC-PRE shown in Fig.10. ReEnc is a
conditional re-encryption algorithm because its input depends
on the output of Search algorithm. ReEnc algorithm is performed as follows:
•

ReEnc(eki ||f lag, dko→du ) → reki or ⊥. Taking the
output of Search algorithm and Delegation token dko→du
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V. S ECURITY A NALYSIS
In this section we first describe the privacy comparison
between CloudKeyBank and proposed approaches. Then we
analyze the security properties of CloudKeyKey framework
from two aspects: Key privacy and search privacy, Owner
controllable authorization enforcement.
A. Privacy Comparison with Password Managers
By comparing with the web based password managers such
as LastPass, My1login shown in Fig.11, we can see that CloudKeyBank framework can provide more privacy guarantees.
As shown in Fig.11 they do not provide search privacy,
and most of them classify the name and password field into
the same security level. In practice the name is less sensitive

√
√

Li[27]

from AuT as input, The ReEnc algorithm performs the
re-encryption as follows:
– If f lag = 0, it outputs reki = eki = (cmi1 , cmi2 ) =
(α, β) to the key owner.
– if f lag = 1, it first transforms ciphertext eki =
(cmi1 , cmi2 ) to another ciphertext reki under
0
Delegation token dko→du = g a1 a2 from AuT.
0
0
Then it computes e(g s , g a1 a2 ) = e(g, g)a2 a1 s
0
and outputs reki = (e(g, g)a2 a1 s , ke(g, g)a1 s ) =
0
a0 a s
a0 s0
(ω2 2 1 , kω2a1 s ) = (ω2 2 , kω2s ) = (α, β).
– If both of the two above are false, it outputs ⊥.
ReEnc algorithm is the second level of access control enforcement by the CloudKeyBank Provider because of the following truth: the CloudKeyBank provider can re-encrypt eki
to reki under the Delegation token dko→du in AuT table. After
performing the two algorithms above, the CloudKeyBank
00
provider sends the re-encrypted key set ReK = (reki )di=1 ,
00
reki ∈ G2T corresponding to QuTo,w~ = (QuTo,w~i )di=1 to the
Trusted client shown in Fig.10.
3) Key Derivation. It is implemented through algorithm
Dec of SC-PRE in Encryption/Decryption module shown in
Fig.10. The key owner with sko and delegated user with skdu
can derive k~i from reki as follows:
~i . To decrypt ciphertext reki =
• Dec(skdu , reki ) → k
(cmi1 , cmi2 ) from Lev1Enc algorithm, the key owner
uses his partial private key a2 ∈ sko to compute
ki [1] = β/α1/a2 . To decrypt ciphertext reki = (α, β)
from Lev2Enc algorithm, the delegated user uses his
0
private key a02 ∈ skdui to compute ki [1] = β/e(α, g)a2 .
After WithdrawKey protocol, the Trusted client sends all
0
the authorized keys (k~i )di=1 to du through a secure channel
shown in Fig.10.

Key Authorization
Query
(on Key Attributes) Authorization

√

Cash[15,16]

Our Solution

Owner Controllable
Authorization

√

√

√
√

√

Fig. 12. Comparison with Proposed Approaches in Traditional Data Outsourcing Scenario

than the password, therefore in our solution we classify name
into the Search attribute group. My1login allows fine-grained
controls on read/write permissions of the shared passwords,
however, they do not prevent a collaborator from updating
the account password. In PasswordBox there exists a severe
privacy breach because it only encrypts the password while
exposes each user’s full name, login domain, creation time and
so on. What is more serious, NeedMyPassword and RoboForm
even do not provide basic password encryption protection,
they store all private information of users as plaintext. In
conclusion the private identity information of users managed
by existing password managers is easily compromised by
malicious attackers or exploited by the honest-but-curious
password service providers.
B. Privacy Comparison with Proposed Approaches
A comparison of our approach with related others, as shown
in Fig.12, demonstrates that our solution can solve the three
identified security requirements, whereas the others proposed
in the traditional data outsourcing scenario cannot.
C. Key Privacy and Search Privacy
Key Privacy. The key attributes in Key attribute group k~l
is encrypted two times. One is the hiding encryption under
partial parameters (y1 , y2 ), the other is the hidden vector
encryption on both the blinded key k 0 and identity attributes
in Search attribute group x~l under pko . Therefore even if the
attacker evaluates the intercepted QuTo,w~l0 against CTl in
EDB correctly, he still does not derive k~l from rekl because
it is hard to compromise skdu of the delegated user.
Search Privacy. Query token QuTo,w~l is generated by using hidden vector encryption on vector w
~ l ∈ W ∗ under private
key sko . QuTo,w~l hides sko and w
~ l by using random chosen
parameters A1 , A2 , ri , di , ηi , τi . Therefore even if an attacker
intercepts QuTo,w~l from communication channel between the
Trusted client and the CloudKeyBank provider, he still does
not derive any private information from QuTo,w~l .
D. Key Owner Controllable Authorization Enforcement
The owner controllable authorization is enforced as follows:
∗ Corresponding to Query token, there exists the first
level access control enforcement by the CloudKeyBank
provider. Only the delegated user du who satisfies the
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access control policy ACPo2 of key owner can submit
key owner’s QuTo,w~l to the CloudKeyBank provider.
Only after QuTo,w~l0 is evaluated from CTl correctly, does
the second level access control enforcement be performed
under the appropriate Delegation token.
∗ Corresponding to Delegation token, there exists the second level access control enforcement by the CloudKeyBank provider. Only the Delegation token dko→du for
the authorized delegated user is delegated and stored
at anonymous authorization table AuT, the encrypted
key eki of key owner from search algorithm can be
transformed into the re-encrypted key reki correctly.
∗ Only after both the two access control enforcements
above are performed correctly, does the authorized delegated user du derive original k~i from reki under his own
private key skdu .
From above we know that an attacker is difficult to derive
the shared keys of key owner unless he attacks the following
three at the same time: Query token QuTo,w~l authorized by
the key owner, Delegation token in anonymous authorization
table AuT generated by the key owner and stored at the
CloudKeyBank provider and private key skdu of the authorized
delegated user du.
VI. P ERFORMANCE E VALUATION
In this section, we describe the performance evaluation
from three aspects: communication overhead, computation
efficiency and query efficiency. We give experiment analysis
based on the following development environment: Mac air
with operating system OS X Version 10.9.2, hardware with
2.9 GHz Intel Core i7 and 8GB 1600MHz DDR3, software
with Python 2.7 under the support of different cryptographic
and multiple precision arithmetic libraries such as Pyparsing
2.0.1, Pbc 0.5.14, Openssl 1.0 and Gmp 5.1.3.

Query tokens to the delegated user du. In our experiment we
only consider the following three communication overheads
directly related to users (including key owner).
1. Between the key owner and trusted client in DepositKey protocol (O-T). The public key size is (5n+3)|G|+
2|GT | and the private key size is 2|G| + (2n + 2)p. The key
DB size is 8d(15n + 4n0 ) where each search attribute size is
15 Bytes and each key attribute size is 4 Bytes. Query token
size outputted from the QuT Gen algorithm is 5|G|. Therefore
the total overload size is as follows:
µ
¶
(5n + 5)|G| + 2|GT | + d(5|G| + 8(15n + 4n0 )) + (2n + 2)p
where d is a variable depending on key DB of the key owner,
n and n0 are constant for specified applications. For instance,
LastPass has basic fields user name, login domain, creation
time and password and so on.
2. Between the delegated user and trusted client in
WithdrawKey protocol (Du-T). Each Query token size is
5|G|. Each re-encryption ciphertext size from the ReEnc
algorithm is 2|GT |. The private key size is 2|G| + (2n + 2)p.
Therefore the total overload size is:
d00 (5|G| + 2|GT |) + 2|G| + (2n + 2)p
where d00 is a variable depending the number of authorized
Query tokens to the delegated user du.
3. Between the key owner and delegated user (O-Du).
The authorized Query tokens are the main overload between
the key owner and the delegated user which has the size
5d00 |G|.
In conclusion, each overload size above is a linear function
of d or d00 for the fixed number (n + n0 ) of attributes in each
key tuple shown in Fig.13. This is true for most of the practical
applications such as LastPass and PasswordBox. Here we
assume the shared keys take up 20% of the whole d database
tuples, i.e d00 = 20%×d. As seen in Fig.13, the communication
overload between the key owner and trusted client at the
DepositKey protocol is higher than the other two, but it
does not influence the user experience in the WithdrawKey
protocol because most of the operations between them can
be performed offline. The communication overhead between
the key owner and delegated user is almost constant due to
the constant Query token with size of 5|G|. For example,
if |G| = 224bit, so each Query token size is a constant
5|G| = 120bit.
B. Computation efficiency

A. Communication Overhead
Assume n and n0 are the number of identity attributes
in vector x~i and key attributes in vector k~i respectively.
Sd
N is the number of all identity attributes W = i=1 Wi ,
N = |W |. Here |G| = 224bit and |GT | = 521bit denote
element size on multiplication group G and GT respectively.
p = 191 is the prime number. DB = (Wi , Ki )di=1 , d is
the number of key tuples in key DB, d = |DB|. AuT =
0
{(tidi )di=1 , (dko→duj )dj=1 }, d0 is the number of delegated users
of the key owner, d0 = |AuT |. d00 is the number of authorized

In terms of the secure pairing computation proposed in [40],
the security of 224bit pairing computation is equal to that of
2048bit RSA, 256bit security is equal to that of 3072bit RSA.
As shown in Fig.14, the cost time of 521bit group encryption
in our solution is much more efficient than that of 3072bit RSA
given different number of identity attributes, but the security
strength is equal to that of 15360bit RSA. From Fig.14 we
can see that in our solution the time cost grows slowly with
the number increasing of identity attributes in Search attribute
group, while the time cost increases faster when the identity
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attributes are over the number of 70. Therefore our solution
can be efficiently extended to support large scale documents
with many query keywords.
C. Query efficiency
The query response time mainly includes two parts: time of
Query tokens from the key owner to the delegated user, time of
accessing and deriving keys from the CloudKeyBank provider.
Fig.15(a) shows the response time for outsourced passwords
and Fig.15(b) shows the response time for outsourced data encryption keys in CloudKeyBank. From them we know that the
response time is almost linear with the number of outsourced
key tuples in key DB. The response time is increasing with
the growth of authorized Query tokens from 20% ∗ d, 50% ∗ d
to d. However, it is under the limit of user acceptance. For
example querying on an outsourced EDB with 200 key tuples
and 20% ∗ d authorized Query tokens needs 1.89 seconds. The
query response is more efficient because the CloudKeyBank
provider does not need to return the whole encrypted key tuple
like that in most of the proposed approaches [14][23][21] in
DaaS, Our solution only needs to return the re-encrypted key
ciphertexts rekl which is decrypted at the Trusted client under
private key skdu of du.
VII. R ELATED W ORK
In recent years academia and industry have paid more
attention to privacy problems in outsourcing scenario. In the
following sections, we just describe the related work based on
which our solution is developed.
A. Encryption based privacy and authorization in DaaS
Hacigumus et al [13] first introduced the concept of
Database as a Service (DaaS) for outsourced database management. To guarantee privacy and access authorization of
outsourced data, data owners employ different cryptographic
techniques to encrypt data so as to implement different goals of
privacy protection. For example bucketization encryption [14],
order preserving encryption [23] and B+ based encryption
[21] were proposed to support efficient queries on encrypted
data with less privacy leakage. The approaches in [13][14][22]
mainly guarantees the confidentiality and privacy of data by
encrypting data tuples in an all or nothing way. Policy based
encryption [18][22][24][25][26] were proposed to encrypt data
in such a way that only users who were permitted to access
data in terms of the access policies could be able to do so.
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80%*d

d

400
300
200
100
0
5000 10000 15000 20000 25000 30000
(b) The Number of Key Database
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Fig. 15. Query Response Time

Therefore efficient key management determined by the access
control policy becomes the primary factor of policy based
encryption. The approaches in [18][26] focuses on achieving
the identity and authorization privacy of users by encrypting
identity attributes and related identity based conditions in the
access control policy. Bertino et al [20] proposed an unified
framework for an outsourced medical database to enforce the
privacy and copyright protection by combining techniques of
binning and digital watermarking. However, to the best of our
knowledge, there is no related research on how to provide the
privacy and owner authorization enforced key management for
large number of web based applications and outsourced data
storage. We tackle the problem in this paper.
B. Conjunctive keywords and search on encrypted data
Searchable encryption consists of searchable symmetric
encryption (SSE) introduced by Song et al[2] and public
encryption with keyword search(PKES) introduced by Boneh
et al[3]. Based on SSE, the approaches proposed in [15][16]
mainly achieves the conjunctive search privacy on data tuples
of scalable encrypted database. Based on PKES, the concept
of predicate encryption [3][4], allowing searches on encrypted
data without a private key that corresponds to a public key, was
created. In predicate encryption scheme, a service provider is
given a token, instead of the full private key, for evaluating one
or more predicates on the encrypted data.[7]. Hidden vector
encryption(HVE) [6] is one kind of predicate encryption where
two vectors over attributes are associated with a ciphertext and
a token respectively. HVE supports conjunctive search queries
over encrypted data. HVE schemes proposed in[6][5][7] are
constructed on bilinear groups with a composite order. Katz
[12] extended the predicate encryption to support disjunction
and inner product. But due to the high cost of computation
on exponentiation and bilinear pairings, Katz [8] proposed a
scheme based on prime group which requires a token size of
O(n) and O(n) pairing computation, when n is the number
of attribute conjunctions. It still results in the huge query cost
because each of the ciphertexts could be a valid ciphertext that
matches the token. Park proposed a low cost HVE [10][11]
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scheme which is also based on pairing group but only requires
a O(1) token size and O(1) pairing computation. Therefore
following predicate privacy in [9] and scheme proposed in
Park [10][11], based on search attribute group x~i of key tuple
ti we introduce two vectors to guarantee the search privacy
on conjunctive identity attributes.
C. Proxy re-encryption with keyword search
In 1998, Blaze et al [28] introduced a concept of proxy
re-encryption(PRE) where a proxy can re-encrypt a ciphertext
from the sender to a re-ciphertext decrypted under the private
key of the receiver. There are two types of PRE, one is
based on the re-encryption direction including bidirectional
and unidirectional, the other is based on the number of hops
including single hop and multi-hop. In 2005 Ateniese et al [29]
presented different unidirectional schemes using bilinear maps
and showed how to prevent proxies from colluding with delegatees to derive the delegator’s secret key. From then on, Many
different type of PRE schemes are proposed [30][31][32].
Proxy re-encryption with keyword search (PRES) introduced
by Shao et al [34] enables a proxy to transfer the re-ciphertext
to a delegatee in a way that the keyword search can be
performed on the ciphertext by using a keyword token. PRES
scheme proposed in [37] can guarantee the privacy of keyword.
Conditional proxy re-encryption (C-PRE) introduced by Weng
et al [35][36] provided a solution to enforce the conditional
delegation capabilities of the delegator where only ciphertexts
satisfying a certain keyword condition set by the delegator
can be transferred by the proxy. To further enforce keyword
privacy and fine-grained conditional delegation capability of
the delegator, Fang et al. introduced anonymous PRE [33] and
hierarchical proxy re-encryption (H-PRE) [38] respectively. HPRE extends the single keyword based delegation to conjunctive keywords based delegation. However, to date, the major
work proposed has focused on single keyword search and no
proposed C-PRE schemes can support hidden multi-keyword
based search on ciphertext.
VIII. C ONCLUSION AND F UTURE W ORK
To solve the identified critical security requirements for
keys outsourcing, we present CloudKeyBank, the first unified
privacy and owner authorization enforced key management
framework. To implement CloudKeyBank, we propose a new
cryptographic primitive SC-PRE and the corresponding concrete SC-PRE scheme. The security comparison and analysis
prove that our solution is sufficient to support the identified
three security requirements which are not be solve in traditional outsourced scenario. From the performance analysis, we
can see that our solution is not so efficient because it requires
several seconds to answer a query on a database only 200
passwords. The main reason for inefficiency is that SC-PRE
belongs to one kind of public encryption which is inefficient
in common by comparing to the symmetric encryption. That
is what we want to solve in our future work where we
will introduce searchable symmetric encryption, bloom filter
based index in one server, and access policy enforcement in
another server to support scalable operations on encrypted key
database.
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